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Introduction
Vertebral artery dissection occurs with the rending of subintimal or subadventitial tissue layers in the vessel wall and the subse-
quent entry of blood in the tissue range; as a result, blood flow in the vessel lumen is disrupted (1, 2). At 2% of ischemic stroke, 
vertebral artery dissection (VAD) has been observed. If the patient who has dissection does not have a known trauma story, it 
is called spontaneous artery dissection. It is usually seen in parts of the extracranial arteries inside the cerebrum and is rarely 
seen in vertebral artery (2, 3). VAD is a common cause of stroke in the young. The most common symptoms are dizziness and 
drowsiness (4). This article reports the case of a 32-years-old man with VAD who presented dizziness and vomiting after sudden 
neck movements.

Case Report
A 32-year-old male patient with no significant past medical history presented to our emergency clinic with dizziness, nausea, 
and vomiting. On the physical examination of the patient, there was no neurological deficit. There were no pathological find-
ings in electrocardiography ECG, and his vitals were stable. He reported that his symptoms began after sudden neck move-
ments, which did not improve with symptomatic treatment. Cranial, spinal radiography and computed tomography (CT) imag-
es taken to describe the clinical condition of the patient did not show any sign of bleeding or ischemia Brain diffusion-weighted 
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) revealed diffusion restriction at the right cerebellar region, which is coherent with ischemia 
(Figure 1). Cervical MRI angiography (MRA) revealed an aspect coherent with dissection in the right extracranial vertebral artery 
(Figure 2). The patient was hospitalized and antithrombotic drug therapy started. Informed consent was obtained from the 
patient for the publication of this case.
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ABSTRACT
Introduction: Arterial dissections are becoming increasingly common among the causes of cerebrovascular diseases in the 
young. The dissections are less common in the vertebrobasilar system than in the carotid artery system. Here we report a case 
of vertebral artery dissection diagnosed after sudden neck movements with dizziness and vomiting.

Case Report: A 32-year-old male patient with no significant past medical history presented to our emergency clinic with 
dizziness, nausea, and vomiting. Cervical magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) angiography revealed an aspect coherent with 
dissection in the right extracranial vertebral artery.

Conclusion: Although rare, vertebral artery dissection should always be included in the differential diagnosis of dizziness.
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Discussion
Vertebral artery dissection (VAD) may follow manipulation of the 
neck or a trauma but it can also occur spontaneously (5). In this case 
report, the patient reported that his symptoms began after a non-
severe neck movement. The most common symptom is dizziness, 
which is usually accompanied by diplopia, nystagmus, hemiparesis, 
gait ataxia, and numbness (6). However, in our case, there were no 
neurological findings accompanying dizziness. Up to 92% of pa-
tients are referred to emergency departments with the complaint 
of head and/or neck pain. The sudden onset of new headache is 
present in approximately25% of cases (7). Unlike this clinical pre-
sentation, our patient did not complain of headache. The diagnosis 
of VAD is usually established by MRA or CT angiography (CTA) (8). 
Yaghi et al. (9) showed that traumatic and spontaneous dissections 
were more likely to be diagnosed by CTA and MRA, respectively. In 

accordance with this study, acute VAD was diagnosed with MRA in 
our case. Currently, there is no consensus on proper management 
for VADs. Usually, patients are initially treated with heparin, followed 
by warfarin or antiplatelet drugs alone (10). In this case, antiplatelet 
therapy was started in the emergency department.

In summary, although rare, VAD should always be included in the 
differential diagnosis of dizziness. Furthermore, it should also be 
kept in mind that neurological findings and head and/or neck pain 
may not always accompany the clinical picture of VAD.
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FIGURE 1. The brain diffusion-weighted MRI showing the right 
cerebellar ischemia (arrows).

FIGURE 2. The dissection in the right extracranial vertebral artery 
as seen in the cervical MRI angiography (arrows).
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